
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: KENILWORTH@2021.06.13 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R57.000, 12:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: BRAMHALL PHOENIX and GAUDIS MASTERPIECE were not beaten far on debut and 
are likely improvers with that experience under the belt. HENDO SHUFFLE showed pace throughout 
when 4th over this trip last time, so warrants respect, while a return to this distance should suit OVATION 
who disappointed over further last time. WIND SOCK is also capable of better reverting to this trip after a 
rest, during which he was gelded. The betting should provide a guide to the chances of the newcomers - 
follow the market movers. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Ovation, #7 Hendo Shuffle, #13 Wind Sock, #5 Exceed Expectation 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R57.000, 13:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: RIO SUPREMO makes most appeal of those with experience and should be better for a 
return to racing against her own sex after a 134-day absence. DEMELZA and TRIP TO IRELAND could 
improve to earn a cheque but a bigger threat is likely to come from one of the many well-bred newcomers 
- watch the betting market for clues. CHANSONETTE, DANCETILDAYLIGHT and RISING FENIX, as well 
as stablemates LIGHT OF THE MOON and QUEEN OF SHADOWS, are all worth a market check on 
debut as comments from the respective stables are encouraging. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Rio Supremo, #1 Chansonette, #2 Dancetildaylight, #11 Rising Fenix 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R57.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: All of these fillies will be having their first go at the distance. ANYTHING FOR LOVE 
finished 3rd over a slightly shorter trip last time and gets the blinkers fitted, which could bring about 
improvement. She had, however, finished behind IMPRESSIVE QUEEN and MAGNA MATER previously 
and it is probably worth noting that jockey Mxothwa partners the latter. WINTER SCOUT had them all 
behind in just her second start (1400m) and should confirm with improvement expected over this longer 
trip. REVERENT LASS has pleased in 2 sprint outings and is bred to improve stepped up in distance, so 
warrants respect. 
 
Selections: 
#6 Winter Scout, #4 Reverent Lass, #3 Magna Mater, #2 Impressive Queen 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R57.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Good race. WAITING FOR SUMMER made good improvement when stepped up to 
1500m in his second start, staying on well to finish 2nd in a race against winners. He was beaten 1.50 
lengths by Pomp And Power from whom he was getting 3kg. VIDA FUTURA had previously finished 2nd 
(2.75 lengths) to the latter at level weights, so is marginally preferred. Stable companions OCEAN 
WARRIOR and SERIOUS BUSINESS are likely improvers who have shown enough promise to make 
their presence felt. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Vida Futura, #9 Waiting For Summer, #6 Ocean Warrior, #7 Serious Business 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R52.000, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ADDERBURY LAKE has been very costly to follow but the addition of blinkers could 
finally bring about an overdue success. VISION ON ICE finished behind TENACITY, who was returning 
from a break, last time but should improve for the step up in trip, while the latter should strip fitter so could 



make her presence felt. Well-bred DYANNE is open to any amount of improvement after a modest 
introduction and is best kept onside for now. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Adderbury Lake, #7 Dyanne, #2 Vision On Ice, #3 Tenacity 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R57.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Good race. BRIANNA and OHWHATANIGHT fluffed their lines over course and 
distance when last seen but had legitimate excuses for those efforts. Both are capable of playing a 
leading role if overcoming those issues and bouncing back to their best. The former is highly regarded 
and has most scope for improvement so could pose the biggest threat to SOCIAL BUTTERFLY, who 
would be deserving of a second career win having finished 2nd in each of her last 5 course-and-distance 
appearances. CARIBBEAN SUNSET and ON CAPTAIN'S SIDE are consistent at this level and capable 
of making their presence felt too. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Social Butterfly, #2 Brianna, #4 Ohwhatanight, #1 Caribbean Sunset 
 
Kenilworth, 13.06.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R52.000, 16:11GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Tricky, as last-start winners at opposite end of the weights renew rivalry with those they 
got the better of recently. Top-weight WINTER FURI was rewarded for consistency when reverting to 
1000m last time and could improve sufficiently to confirm her superiority over re-opposing NOOSA 
PRINCESS who is 1.5kg better off. FOURS A CROWD should get closer on 2kg better terms and is also 
weighted to turn the tables on last-start conqueror WHAT A LOVER who landed a betting coup when 
much improved last time - must confirm. Consistent CHILLY WINTER and returning SONIC BURST are 
capable of posing a threat. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Winter Furi, #4 Noosa Princess, #8 Chilly Winter, #2 Sonic Burst 
 
 
Best Win: #1 ADDERBURY LAKE                       


